
Price on requestPrice on request

Vacation rental villaVacation rental villa

5 rooms5 rooms

Exposition :Exposition : Sud ouest

View  :View  : Mer panoramique

Inner condition :Inner condition : excellent

Features :Features :

Pool, Pool house, Fireplace, Double

Glazing, Automatic Watering, Laundry

room, Automatic gate, Calm 

4 bedrooms

2 terraces

3 bathrooms

4 WC

2 garages

2 parkings

Document non contractuel
27/07/2024 - Prix T.T.C

Villa 1308 NiceVilla 1308 Nice

AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND RENTAL Nestled in the heart of Mont Boron, this
property benefits from an exceptional atmosphere, absolute calm, magical views a
few minutes from the center of Nice or the Villefranche harbor. On the edge of the
forest, you can discover walks on the trails while being a few minutes from the port
of Nice, beaches and shops. With modern architecture and luxurious
appointments, the living room has a vast volume and large bay windows to make it
bright and enjoy the panoramic view of the city and the sea. Perfectly equipped
semi-professional kitchen, the villa can be rented with the service of a home chef,
with a scullery and beautiful adjoining cellar, opening onto the dining room.
Upstairs is the master bedroom, adjoining bathroom with sea view, dressing room
WC. Two double bedrooms with shower room. Top floor a wheat space furnished
by: a bedroom with two single beds and two extra beds, bathroom. Access to the
solarium, a true haven of peace, revealing the bay of angels through the trees. All
these rooms open onto the terraces and the swimming pool. The exteriors are well
appointed to take full advantage of all the spaces, swimming pool, sun loungers,
outdoor lounge, dining room, barbecue, plancha, etc. One of the major assets in
addition to the location is also the possibility of parking 5 or 6 cars in the parking lot
and the double garage. Possibility of additionally renting the villa for your guests.
The villa is located below, perfectly independent. Beautiful reception rooms with
fireplace, lounge and dining room which also benefits from sea and city views. Two
bedrooms and bathroom. Furnished terrace with barbecue and Jaccuzzi


